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Digital terrestrial television broadcasting, which started in the United Kingdom and
the United Stated in 1998, is now in regular service in ten countries around the
world. The trend toward the digitization of terrestrial services has become an

international one.
The UK attempted to make a quick start by seeking funds for digital terrestrial TV

diffusion from the profit of the sale of the BBC's transmission department and by raising the
rates of license fees. The US is promoting changes in the regulations to own a broadcast
station through a strong administrative guideline set forth by the FCC (Federal
Communications Commission), with the goal of encouraging digital terrestrial TV diffusion.
While the ownership regulation has supported freedom of speech by securing diversity,
freedom of expression and press, supporting the American Democracy, has been in a tight
squeeze since the September 11 terrorist attacks. Media management ethics, which tries to
strengthen the running of a station through deregulation, has affected the news and
journalism, and people in these fields seem to have accepted the ethical management theory.
Media also has taken advantage of the digital compression technology to present reports
that could be taken as merely meeting the demands of the public's heightened sense of
nationalism. 

Some analysts in Japan have started to talk about the "democracy of war," though it is
uncertain what influence elements of the US government had on their ideas. They say that
although journalists must essentially try to avoid promoting wars, when a war breaks out,
they must provide reports that respect minority opinion, assure a diversity of views, and
have a definite objectivity. 

The digitization of broadcasting has brought us into an era in which we can enjoy an
enriched TV experience. On the other hand, it has revealed the danger of live relay
broadcasts from battlefields. The proliferation of multi-channel broadcasting also raises the
concern of it causing division or segmenting the public and society that the previous
broadcasting model tended to unite. The STRL Open House presented an opportunity for
journalists to examine their role in meeting the challenges of new technology.  
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The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) develops technical standards
for digital television. We have a very open due process, and all of our standards and
recommended practices are available free on our website. We have approximately

150 member organizations, and they are a very broad cross industry group-from
broadcasters, cable, satellite, the motion picture industry, and the consumer electronics
industry, and the computer industry. The ATSC DTV standard has been adopted by the
United States, Canada, Argentina, and South Korea.

We have a family of standards covering a wide range of applications. Of course, the
primary ATSC DTV standard is made up in layers. It covers both high-definition television
and standard definition television. We use MPEG for our video compression; however, for
our audio we use Dolby AC3 technology. We use MPEG2 for our transport layer, and our
transmission system is known as VSB, a single carrier system that yields 19.3 Mbps in a 6-
MHz channel.

The industry focus in the United States is on high-definition television. And it isn't only
terrestrial broadcasters, the cable industry and the satellite industry are quickly migrating to
HDTV. High definition in the United States would not have been possible without the
leadership of NHK and the many manufacturers from Japan. I would like to pay tribute to
our friend Dr. Sugimoto. We were very sad to hear of his death this year. He was a great
leader in technology, and he was also a very good person. 

Our broadcast networks have increased the number of hours that they are offering high-
definition television. CBS and ABC now provide most of their prime time programming
and major sports in HDTV, and NBC has a number of HDTV programs. Another network,
the WB network, has most of its prime time programming in HDTV, and PBS, the Public
Broadcasting Network, has a number of prime time programming specials in high
definition. Fox Television, the other major commercial network, does not offer any HDTV at
this time, but it offers programs in the 480 line progressive scan format.

Local broadcasting stations are up-converting their analog signals when there is no
HDTV available. A few stations are starting to produce their news in high definition, and
some local PBS stations are producing HDTV programs.
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There are also a number of new services on the air or provided by cable and satellite in
HDTV. Home Box Office and Showtime offer movie services, as does Cinemax. The
Discovery Channel has a full-time HDTV programming service, as does ESPN, the sports
network. HDNET is a whole new network, with three different channels now offering high
definition television. The NBA, the National Basketball Association, has a regular HDTV
channel.

As for sales of consumer digital television products, over 5 million monitors and
integrated receivers have been sold to date, with a projected 8 million for the year 2005.
Approximately 650,000 households have ATSC receivers, either set top or integrated. It's a
very competitive market. 

Broadcasters need to look at the end-to-end performance, from their transmission all the
way to the receiving technology in the home. I saw many innovative transmission
architectures here at the Open House, advances in receiver technology and advances in
consumer antenna technology. Smart antennas, diversity antennas are very critical to the
future of terrestrial broadcasting.

We've learned in the United States that broadcasters want more flexibility. They want to
be able to trade-off the number of bits they can offer through the channel for robustness. We
are in the process of adding that flexibility in something we call 'dual stream'. This adds a
robust stream that can have a lower minimum carrier-to-noise threshold. It allows
broadcasters to trade-off data for robustness. The normal stream is backward compatible so
that you can offer such services as high definition in the normal mode and perhaps standard
definition or data broadcasting in the more robust mode.

Data broadcasting is, of course, of great interest in the United States, as it is here in Japan.
We have a suite of broadcasting standards. We've developed a middleware standard we call
'DASE' or 'DTV Application Software Environment'. The concept is to try to migrate to
interactive television. I personally think high definition is the right platform for interactive
television. What we want is broadcasters to be able to produce interactive content in a
common format and for receivers be able to respond to that content and operate in a
uniform way. 

A major issue worldwide is digital rights management. There's a great deal of concern by
broadcasters and content producers that their material will be redistributed on the Internet
for free. The Federal Communications Commission is in the process of considering
regulations, and there is possible congressional action to provide the means to protect
content providers and rights holders from their material being redistributed over the
Internet without permission.

Our transition to DTV in the United States is now well underway. It's finally gaining
momentum, and we've hit a critical mass in programming. The focus is on high definition
television, but there'll be other services. There are still issues that remain in the US, but they
are quickly being resolved. I would say that broadcasters now really understand that their
future is in digital. Broadcasters must start to market their DTV services. Most of us like to
talk about technology, but marketing, at this point, is more important.

Our standards in ATSC are evolving. What you should expect in Japan and what we are
doing in the United States is to constantly evolve technologies and standards. 

I would like to say in conclusion that, as Dr. Miyake would say, if we have the passion for
the future of terrestrial digital television, then I think the future is very, very bright for all of
us. I wish you great success, and I look forward to working with all of you in the future.
Thank you very much. 


